Horses and Ponies
Horses and ponies can be transported by a professional horse
transporter either by air or over the road by horse trailer.
Horse transport companies are listed in the yellow pages under
“Horse Transporting”. You should always use a company who
specialize in this area.
If you plan to ship your animal by air, contact the airlines at least
4-6 weeks in advance of the move to find out about requirements.
It is usually better to let one of the specialty firms make the
arrangements for you as they are more familiar with the questions
that need to be asked and the paperwork that must be completed
including insurance requirements.
You can rent horse trailers to use with your own vehicle but this is
not recommended unless you are familiar with this type of towing
and the trip is relatively short.

Arriving at Your New Home
Like people, pets need time to become accustomed to a new house
and new faces. Using your pet’s favourite food bowl, bedding and
toys will aid greatly in getting your pet to feel right at home. Give
your pet lots of attention and keep them close to family members,
particularly at night until they are more settled.

Moving With Pets
How To Move Your Pets
Atlas Van Lines understands that pets are very important members of the family and their needs have to be
considered when the family is moving. Advance planning is very important when you are moving a pet. Animals can
become nervous when faced with an unfamiliar situation. The better prepared you are, the more comfortable your pet
will be.

Keep your pet confined in the house or in a fenced yard for a few
weeks until it becomes more familiar with the new home. This is
particularly important for dogs who may try to run away in search of
its old home.

This booklet will provide you with some general information but we recommend you discuss the upcoming move with
your veterinarian to obtain specific advice as it relates to your pet(s).

Birds should be kept in a quiet area until they are used to the sounds
of the new home.

Household movers are not permitted to transport live animals on the moving van and bus companies only accept
seeing eye dogs (accompanied by their owner). If you are moving your only three choices are by: car, train or plane.

Check your fish carefully for signs of bruising suffered during
transport. Ask a local pet store or tropical fish store for advice on
using healing agents in the water to speed their recovery.

Most pet owners try to minimize the amount of time that a pet has to spend in actual transport thus plane travel is
generally the preferred option if the move is of a considerable distance.

Small pets such as rabbits, hamsters etc. normally adjust quite
easily to the new environment. They may experience a temporary
bout of stomach upset from the new water supply but this should not
last more than a day or two.
Once you and your family are settled in, locate a new veterinarian
and make an appointment as soon as possible. Be sure to bring your
pet’s health documents to the appointment.
Contact your local municipal authorities to arrange for the necessary
pet licenses or ask your new veterinarian about local regulations.
If your pet is a dog, give it time to get familiar and settled in the new
home and then gradually start taking it out (on a leash) to explore
the new neighbourhood. Before you know it, it will feel as
comfortable in the new location as you do.

Transporting Your Pet

If you are very busy and do not have time to source out service providers and make these arrangements on your own,
you have a couple of options. Your Atlas Van Lines representative can assist in making these arrangements on your
behalf for a very nominal charge or you can use a third party firm who specializes in this area or you can ask for a
recommendation from your Atlas agent. There are a number of companies in Canada and the United States who
specialize in making travel arrangements for pets. One international firm, Air Animal can arrange to ship pets anywhere
in the world. They also provide some free information booklets. You can contact them by calling 1-800-635-3443 or
by fax to (813) 874-6722.

Pre-Planning is a Must
Make the arrangement for your pet at least 5 or 6 weeks prior to your moving date. This way you can be certain that
the necessary reservations will be confirmed so that there are no last minute problems.
Decide if your pet is going to be moved at the same time the family travels or if it is best to board the animal at a
familiar place at origin and the ship it once the family is settled in the new home. Another option would be to have the
animal boarded in the destination city where the family can visit the pet while you are waiting for your new home to be
available.

You should request a copy of your pet(s) health records from your
veterinarian before you move. Make sure that the immunization
shots are current and that you have proof that they have been
administered. This is particularly important if you are moving to the
United States since their regulations require that the dogs be
vaccinated against rabies a maximum of 30 days prior to entry.
If your pet is prone to motion sickness, ask your veterinarian to
prescribe medication. Try it out before the move to make sure that
the dosage is adequate and that the animal does not suffer from any
side effects.
Since your pet may be exposed to other animals either in transit or
in a boarding situation, arrange for a flea collar or spray.
Ask your veterinarian to recommend a colleague in the new city. If
you must source out your own veterinarian you can check with the
appropriate provincial or national veterinarian association for a
referral. Usually, the most progressive veterinarians are members of
the AAHA (American Animal Hospital Association) so you may want
to use this as a guide if you are choosing a new veterinarian from the
yellow pages.

Travel Containers
It is wise to have a travel container for your pet even if you are
taking him by automobile. It is much safer than having the animal
jumping about in the car. If the animal is travelling by airplane or
train, a travel container is a must. Most airlines will rent the travel
cage for approximately $40 - $60 depending on the size required.
Make sure you get a container which is large enough for the animal
to stand up and turn around in. Never leave a leash or any other
object that might get tangled up in the container with your pet.

Put together a travel kit containing all of your pet’s supplies
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

food and water dishes
a supply of the pet’s usual food
a few treats and toys
a scooper and plastic bags
paper towels
the pet’s leash
a sedative if prescribed
the pet’s brush and comb
the pet’s favourite blanket or pillow

Transporting by Air
Most airlines will accept household pets provided specific
regulations are adhered to. Normally, airlines will not accept
reptiles. Animals can travel on their own or on the same flight as a
family member. Some airlines will allow passengers to bring small
animals into the cabin providing the travel case will fit under the seat
(the same as carry on luggage). Most pets are transported in the
cargo compartment.
Properly harnessed seeing eye dogs are allowed to sit in the aisle of
the cabin by the owner’s feet. Airlines generally require advance
notice for these animals. Be sure to check with your airlines before
your travel date.
Make your reservations at least four to six weeks before your travel
date since there are a limited number of spaces allotted on each
flight for pets. In very cold weather, you may find that the airline will
not transport a live animal and therefore it will be necessary for you
to make boarding arrangements at origin.

The container should also be large enough to accommodate food
and water bowls and should be carefully lined with absorbent
material to prevent leakage. The container should also have a secure
lock and sufficient cross-ventilation for your pet’s safety and comfort.

At the time of booking inquire about specific regulations regarding
the size and type of containers allowed, health documents required,
feeding of pets etc. If you want to rent a travel container, reserve it
at the same time as you make the booking.

If your pet is not accustomed to a cage, you may want to obtain one
a few weeks in advance of the move and gradually get him used to
it. To speed up the process, give your animal some treats while they
are in the cage and put their favourite blanket and toys in it. You may
even want to consider letting your animal sleep in the cage for a
couple of weeks before the move so that he will identify as
something familiar.

If there is a plane change enroute find out who is responsible for
‘through checking’ your pet. It is best to arrange a ‘non stop’ flight
to minimize the stress on your pet.

Identification and Supplies

• feed your pet at least five hours before flight time and water it at
least two hours before flight time.
• exercise your pet (on a leash) at the airport

At least a week before you move, make sure you get your pet’s
identification tags ready. Regular luggage tags will work well. Be sure
to include the pet’s name, your name and destination address as well
as a telephone number where you can be reached. In addition
provide the name, address and phone number for the person who
will be responsible for the pet at origin and/or destination.
Use indelible ink to write this information. As well, prepare adhesive
tags which state “live animal” to be placed on the travel container.

If your animal is travelling unaccompanied, then be certain to take it
to the appropriate air freight terminal at least two hours before
departure. For your pet’s welfare and comfort, be sure to:

and administer any medications. After placing your pet in the travel
container, fasten the leash to the outside of the cage.
You will be responsible for having someone pick your pet up at
destination. The airlines do not provide a delivery service. Make sure
that whoever is picking up the animal is aware of the flight number
and arrival time. Animals not picked up within 24 hours will either
be returned to point of origin or placed in a kennel at the owner’s
expense.

Be aware that airlines may refuse to transport a pet if it cannot be
shipped within a 24 hour period or ground temperatures are below
3 degrees celcius or above 28 degrees celcius. This regulation is for
your pet’s protection.

Travelling by Train
Pets are only allowed on passenger trains which have baggage
compartments. They are not permitted in the passenger cars. You
must travel on the same train as the animal. On long train trips it will
be your responsibility to feed and exercise your pet at appropriate
stops along the way. You should always check with the train
conductor before trying to enter the baggage car. Make your
arrangements to bring a pet along as baggage well in advance of the
trip and be sure to inquire about any special regulations.

Travelling by Car
Car travel is the most common means of pet transportation. It
provides a sense of security for your pet (as well as for you) and it is
less expensive. Again, advance planning is essential. Travelling with
your pet can be a pleasant experience if you follow certain guidelines.
If the dog or cat isn’t used to car travel, take it on short rides before
the move to accustom it to the motion of the car. Cats are
particularly apprehensive about car travel so it is probably best to put
them in a carrier rather than leave them free to roam about the car.
Dogs can be allowed to sit on the back seat or on the floor in the
back but even here, it may be best to take a travel cage along (if
there is room), particularly if you will be staying in hotels or motels
with your pet. On this point, you should be aware that many hotels
do not permit animals in the room, so be sure to check on this when
making your reservations. Motels tend to be more flexible in this
regard. If you are a member of the CAA (Canadian Automobile
Association) you could ask them for a referral to a hotel who accept
animals in the room.
Make sure that your animal is wearing identification tags similar to
those required for air travel. Don’t feed your pet for a few hours
before you leave. Once you are on the road, feed your pet once a
day (evening is best). Make frequent stops for water and exercise. Be
sure to keep your pet on a leash.
When riding in the car, don’t let your pet hang out the window. Dirt
and insects can fly into his eyes causing irritation and infection. Keep
the windows rolled up to keep your pet from jumping out of the car.
If your automobile does not have air conditioning, open the window
no more than 2”. Pets need plenty of air when it is hot or the animal
is prone to motion sickness.
Try not to leave the pet alone in the car. If that’s unavoidable, lock
the doors and crack open the windows for cross ventilation. Check
on your pet often, if it is left for a period of more than one hour.
If you leave your pet alone in a motel room, notify the management
and put out the “do not disturb” sign on the door. Before leaving the
motel, use an air freshener to eliminate odours. If you have a travel
cage, place the pet in it before leaving and put a fresh bowl of water
in with him.

Birds
If you are taking a bird along in the car, remove the food and water
dishes from the cage to avoid messy spills. Feed and water it at stops
along the way. Keep the cage covered to keep the bird calm.
Transporting birds by air is relatively simple however be sure to check
with the airline regarding regulations particularly as it relates to
containers. Normally, a regular bird cage is not adequate so you may
be required to buy or rent a special container for the trip.

Fish
Check with tropical fish stores regarding the shipment of fish. They
may be able to refer you to a service who specializes in this type of
shipping. Check with the airlines regarding specific regulations.
If you are moving fish in your automobile be sure to empty half of
the water out of the aquarium and remove anything that might shift
in transport. Cover with plastic and make small holes in the top of
the cover. Place the aquarium in a carton and pad it carefully around
the sides. Leave the top open.
If the aquarium is of a larger size, place the fish in an unbreakable
container like a bait bucket. Another option is a double plastic bag,
securely closed with a rubber band and then placed in a styrofoam
cooler. This will stabilize the water temperature for at least 24 hours.
Place the aquarium in a separate carton.
Regardless of the method chosen, always remember that:
• fish need air and the bag or container should contain air space
over the water. If you choose the plastic bag method, be sure to
open the bag frequently to let more air in. Carry extra elastic
bands with you.
• overcrowding of fish may be detrimental to their health - use
more than one container if necessary
• When filling the transportation container, use water from the
aquarium. If possible take the rest of the water from the
aquarium with you in a separate container. Those large ‘water
bottles’ for spring water are ideal. When you get to destination,
mix fresh water with the saved aquarium water. This will lessen
any shock to your fishes’ system.

Hamsters, Rabbits & other Small
Rodents
Most airlines accept these types of animals provided they are in a
proper travel container. Check with your airline in advance for
specific regulations.
If you are taking such pets in the car, be sure to keep them in their
cage and make sure the cage is secured and well ventilated. Keep the
cage away from drafts such as air conditioning vents. Leave a supply
of food in the cage and give the animal water at every stop.

